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Introduction and Background
n One of the three “competition” lifts in 

powerlifting
n Squat, Bench Press, Deadlift
n Powerlifters are ranked based on the sum 

of their max lifts in the three categories
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Introduction and Background
n The Deadlift is defined as a “closed kinetic chain” 

exercise
n Ankles, knees, and hips work together with the 

glutes, hamstrings, quads, spinal erectors, and 
even the lats to perform the motion
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Introduction and Background
n The Deadlift is often the lift that many 

competitors are best at (although there is 
the occasional powerlifter who can squat 
more than he/she can deadlift)
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Introduction and Background
n Different builds = different leverages
n Form plays a huge role in Deadlifting 

because of the coordination of many 
muscles and joints

n Grip strength is a limiting factor in how 
much someone can deadlift
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Introduction and Background: 
Conventional vs. Sumo
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Introduction and Backround: 
Conventional vs Sumo
n A few main positional differences between 

the two styles: Foot, hand, and torso 
positions are different in starting points of 
both

n Other than that, the goal is the same: lift 
the weight off the ground while maintaining 
a rigid back until the torso is perpendicular 
to the ground
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Questions
n Is there a significant difference in 

mechanical energy change between 
conventional and sumo?

n How much less work is performed in the 
more advantageous style?
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Methods

n Perform each style of lift at sub-maximal weight 
(330 Lbs. or 150 Kgs.)

n Measure the vertical displacement of the bar in 
order to show the difference in work between the 
two lifts
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Conventional Deadlift: Max 
Vertical Displacement = 68.08 cm
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Sumo Deadlift: Max Vertical 
Displacement = 57.85 cm
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Results: Calculations
n Work done (mechanical energy change = 

Mass X Gravity X ∆Height)
n Sumo = 851.26 Joules
n Conventional = 1,000.8 Joules
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Results: Calculations
n Power (Watts, or, Joules per second)
n Conventional = 896 Watts
n Sumo = 761.2 Watts
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Results: Velocity differences
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Results: Additional Calculations
n I perform 17.5% more work in a 

conventional deadlift than in a sumo 
deadlift

n I also generate about 17.5% more power
n 18.5% higher max velocity while performing 

a conventional deadlift
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Results: Additional Calculations
n Max acceleration (conventional) = 124 

cm/second squared
n Max acceleration (sumo) = 93.5 cm/second

squared
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Future Directions: Anthropometry

Bjanovic, B. (2014). Choosing Conventional or Sumo 
Based on Your Bone Structure. Retrieved March 28, 
2016, from 
http://www.elitefts.com/education/training/choosing-
conventional-or-sumo-based-on-your-bone-
structure/
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Future Directions: Anthropometry
n Height = 71 inches
n Arms = 31 inches
n Legs = 43 inches
n According to the standards mentioned 

above, conventional deadlifts should be 
optimal for my build
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Future Directions: Mechanical 
Advantage
n Calculating mechanical advantage by 

looking at the muscle groups and joints 
involved as a series of levers and pulleys

n Mechanical advantage = Force out divided 
by Force in

n VO2 = 2.63 + Work(kJ) performed on the 
bar
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